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Case Report: Three cases of
suspected female genital
schistosomiasis and
precancerous lesions for
cervical cancer in a highly
endemic country—from
clinical management to
public health implications
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Female genital schistosomiasis (FGS) is a chronic manifestation of

schistosomiasis, usually caused by Schistosoma haematobium infection, which

can be responsible for infertility, ectopic pregnancy, and abortion, and is

associated with an increased prevalence of HIV infection. No screening

programs are currently recommended for FGS. Colposcopy, the

conventionally suggested diagnostic tool for FGS, is also considered a crucial

screening tool for cervical cancer (CC). We performed an experimental screening

via colposcopy for FGS at primary healthcare centers (PHCCs) in the Boeny

region of Madagascar, allowing for the detection of patients with both FGS signs

and HPV-related dysplasia (HPV-dy). All suspected FGS cases were treated with

praziquantel on the day of colposcopy, and all images of suspected CC or HPV-

dy were re-assessed by a gynecologist and, if needed, patients were then

provided with additional colposcopy for histologic diagnosis and treatment.

We describe three cases of FGS and HPV-related precancerous lesions

detected during the project, discussing the state of art of the relationship

between CC, FGS and HPV and the real-life challenges encountered in terms

of both patient compliance and the diagnostic and treatment cascade. Despite
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the current diagnostic limitations, a screening for FGS via colposcopy may

contribute to the early identification of CC or precancerous lesions. The

addition of visual inspection with acetic acid (VIA) during colposcopy for FGS

screening could improve its impact on CC screening. In addition, although there

is limited evidence of the effectiveness of praziquantel in FGS, treatment should

in any case be proposed for suspicious lesions, given its safety and ease of

administration. The benefit of combined screening could be maximised by

increasing the availability of good quality services and improve awareness of

both diseases among women
KEYWORDS

female genital schistosomiasis, cervical cancer, HPV, S. haematobium, colposcopy,
integrated health services, primary level of care, conization
1 Introduction

Female genital schistosomiasis (FGS) is a chronic manifestation

of schistosomiasis, usually caused by Schistosoma haematobium

infection, which results from the entrapment of Schistosoma eggs in

the genital tract (1). The disease affects up to 56 million women

worldwide according to the World Health Organization (WHO) (2)

and could be responsible for primary and secondary infertility,

ectopic pregnancy, and abortion, and is associated with an increased

prevalence of HIV infection (3–5).

Symptoms associated with cervical schistosomiasis are non-

specific and consist of dyspareunia, dysmenorrhea, menorrhagia,

leukorrhea, lower abdominal pain, and postcoital or intermenstrual

bleeding (6). This can pose problems, including mistaken diagnosis

with other sexually transmitted infections (STIs), misinterpretation

of the symptoms due to the use of contraceptives (i.e., progestin-

based contraceptives are associated with bleeding) (7), a risk of

stigma, delay in medical evaluation, and improper treatment (8).

The main intervention for schistosomiasis in endemic countries

is preventive treatment through mass drug administration (MDA)

with praziquantel, which has also been recently suggested for adults

in areas with a Schistosoma prevalence ≥10% (9). No screening

programs are currently recommended for any form of chronic

schistosomiasis, including FGS (8). The diagnostic tool

conventionally suggested for FGS is colposcopy (1), which may

also be used for cervical cancer (CC) screening to perform a visual

inspection with acetic acid or Lugol’s iodine (VIA/VILI) (10).

CC is the fourth most frequent cancer among women, with an

estimated 604,000 cases worldwide in 2020, of which 342,000

resulted in death (11). Screening for CC, if applied systematically

and with wide coverage, can reduce the incidence of the disease, as

observed in northern and western Europe, North America,

Australia, and New Zealand (12). Its implementation, however,

despite the availability of different algorithms and screening tools,

remains very limited in low-resource settings, where about 90% of

deaths from CC occur (12).

The most recent WHO guidelines do not support the use of

colposcopy as a primary screening method for CC, recommending
02
it for triage after a positive test (via cytology, an HPV test, or naked

eye EIA) (10). Nevertheless, in countries with both a high

prevalence of schistosomiasis and high incidence of CC

(Figure 1), the procedure might have the dual advantage of

allowing early diagnosis of HPV-related dysplasia (HPV-dy) or

neoplasia along with that of FGS (13, 14).

Clinical management, patients’ attitude to clinical follow-up,

and the correct interpretation of screening results may, however,

strongly influence the potential benefit of this diagnostic procedure.

Our data were collected in the context of a cross-sectional study,

aimed at assessing the prevalence of FGS and HPV infection in the

Boeny region of Madagascar, which was selected for its estimated S.

haematobium prevalence of more than 50% in the adult population.

For this purpose, we established an experimental screening program

comprising a colposcopy combined with a symptom-based

questionnaire for FGS at primary healthcare centers (PHCCs),

allowing for the detection of patients with both FGS and HPV-

related dysplasia (HPV-dy). The eligibility criteria were as follows:

being aged between 18 and 49 years and not pregnant, being able to

provide informed consent, and fluency in either French or Malagasy.

The screening consisted of a colposcopy performed at PHCCs by

trained midwives and validated by a trained gynecologist through the

review of images captured on site. Samples collected using a liquid-

based cytology procedure were collected for the detection and typing

of HPV. Typing of HPV was performed at the International Agency

for Research on Cancer (IARC) in Lyon, France, through a Luminex-

based technology (15). The results of the HPV typing were available

upon request by the study participants and not reported

systematically. All suspected FGS cases were treated with

praziquantel the day of colposcopy, while all images of suspected

CC or HPV-dy were re-assessed by a gynecologist. If the suspicion

was confirmed by the specialist, the patients were called back at the

PHCCs and further assessed by a gynecologist via colposcopy for

visual inspection with acetic acid and biopsy. Further treatment for

patients with histologic confirmation of high-grade HPV-dy or CC

was performed at the local hospital.

Among the women who presented with lesions that were

suspected to indicate both diseases, three cases were selected for
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reporting because of the peculiar challenges observed in the

diagnostic–therapeutic flow (Supplementary Table 1). These cases

were chosen because they reflected (i) the complexity of the clinical

management of suspicious lesions in a context with limited

possibility of long-term follow-up, (ii) the possible inaccuracy of a

histologic diagnosis, and (iii) the potential for patient reluctance to

continue the diagnostic–therapeutic pathway.

Qualitative data were additionally collected from two of the three

patients described in this case report (patients 1 and 3), specifically

the two patients referred for additional medical services, with the aim

of exploring drivers for the acceptance or refusal of medical diagnosis

and consequent treatment. Data was collected through in-depth

interviews driven by a structured topic guide, by a trained local

female medical doctor with extensive experience in conducting

qualitative data collection. Interviews were performed in Malagasy,

recorded, and translated into French and English for analysis.

Ethical approval was obtained from the National Ethics

Committee of Madagascar (ref. no. N°052-MSANP/CERBM) and

the Ethics Committee Hamburg State Medical Chamber, Germany

(ref. no. PV7309). Patients provided written consent for the

anonymous use of colposcopy images.

This paper describes three cases of FGS- and HPV-related

precancerous lesions detected during the project, discussing the

state of the art of the relationship between CC, FGS, and HPV, and

the real-life challenges encountered in terms of both patient

compliance and the diagnosis and treatment cascade.
2 Case report

2.1 Patient 1

The patient (20 years old) was evaluated on 4 May 2021 in

Marovay. She reported one pregnancy brought to term and

complained about dyspareunia for more than 6 months prior to

consultation, with regular but painful menses and no contraception
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 03
in place. No chronic or recent therapy nor history of previous

treatment with praziquantel was recorded. The colposcopy detected

grainy and homogeneous sandy patches, consistent with FGS,

together with the finding of cervical contact bleeding. She was

consequently referred for gynecological evaluation, performed on

21 May 2021 (Figure 2). On that date she underwent a biopsy with a

finding of chronic cervicitis with koilocytosis. A cold knife

conization was offered and performed on 12 July 2021 because of

the presence of contact bleeding at the examination, the positive

VIA screening at the second colposcopy, the young age (20 years),

and the high risk of loss to follow-up. Final histology excluded

HPV-dy or CC and confirmed FGS only (presence of Schistosoma

eggs). HPV detection later confirmed the presence of the

cancerogenic HPV strain 45. From the qualitative data collected

after her follow-up visit, we report that the patient accepted the

additional screening and treatment because she was experiencing

clinical consequences from her condition. Specifically, the patient

said that she underwent screening because she had “…difficulty
FIGURE 1

Worldwide distribution of cervical cancer and S. haematobium. In blue: age-standardized incidence ratio (ASR) for cervical cancer estimated to be
higher than 16.7/100,000; in yellow: endemic countries for S. haematobium; in blue/yellow: ASR >16.7/100,000 for cervical cancer and endemic
presence of S. haematobium (13, 14).
FIGURE 2

Patient 1 (aged 20 years). Visual inspection with Lugol’s iodine (VILI),
iodine-negative area (10 o’clock to 12 o’clock), HPV-dysplasia.
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conceiving. I also have pain with every period…”. Moreover, when

asked why she accepted the proposed treatment, she replied “I just

said that I want to be healthy and so I agreed.”
2.2 Patient 2

The patient (38 years old) was evaluated, for the first time, on 6

April 2021 in Marovay (Figure 3). According to her medical history,

she reported that she was carrying a subcutaneous contraceptive

implant after four pregnancies, one of which ended in a miscarriage.

With the exception of dyspareunia, which had arisen in the month

prior to consultation, she did not report any other symptoms

suggestive of FGS, nor any recent medication, except treatment

with praziquantel taken more than a year before the visit. The

colposcopy presented grainy sandy patches and areas of doubtful

interpretation, for which the patient was referred to the

gynecologist, who performed a second colposcopy and biopsy.

The patient presented with histologic features consistent with

condylomas, koilocytosis, and mild dysplasia, which was not

classified, and no presence of Schistosoma eggs. HPV detection

later confirmed the presence of cancerogenic HPV strains 31, 35,

and 45.
2.3 Patient 3

The patient (38 years old) was evaluated on 2 April 2021 in

Ankazombornona. She reported no symptoms suggestive of FGS or

STIs, had experienced five previous pregnancies, of which one

ended with a miscarriage, and had no history of previous

treatment with praziquantel. She reported the use of a progestin-

based subcutaneous contraceptive implant and a history of irregular

menstruation (from four to six times per year). The colposcopy

revealed signs compatible with FGS (grainy and homogeneous

yellow sandy patches) and lesions that were suspected to be

malignancies (Figure 4), which was confirmed by the
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 04
gynecologist. The second colposcopy for VIA and biopsy was

performed on 30 April 2021 (after 49 days) and she was

diagnosed with CIN-2 dysplasia without Schistosoma eggs. HPV

detection later confirmed the presence of cancerogenic HPV strains

18, 33, and 53. Despite an invitation to come to the hospital to

discuss the diagnosis and for subsequent therapeutic indications,

the patient never attended the hospital. From the qualitative data

collected after her refusal, we report that, despite the positive

experience and acceptance of the screening, the treatment was

refused because she did not experience major clinical

consequences from her condition. Specifically, when asked about

the reasons for refusal, she replied “After that, I was pregnant.

Besides, me and my family were scared” but also added “if I had not

been pregnant, I would have undergone the treatment”.
3 Discussion

About 90% of the estimated 342,000 deaths from CC in 2020

occurred in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) (11). In

addition, S. haematobium-related schistosomiasis is endemic in

many of these countries, and the subsequent burden of FGS

remains to be determined (Figure 1).

The association between CC and FGS has been speculated on

several times but there is no strong scientific evidence supporting

this hypothesis. The relationship between the two conditions

remains controversial and needs to be clearly understood (16–21).

In particular, based on a few studies of specific populations (i.e.,

individuals with early-onset CC), it has been hypothesized that FGS

may influence HPV acquisition, and indirectly the risk of CC, at two

stages: (i) at the acquisition of the infection, as the FGS-associated

erosions and ulcerations of the cervical mucosa may facilitate the

entrance of the virus (18), and (ii) during viral clearance (22). In this

second instance, it is postulated that FGS interferes with the

mechanisms of HPV clearance and promotes the rapid

propagation of the virus, producing an increase in the viral load

and ultimately contributing to the development of cervical
FIGURE 3

Patient 2 (aged 38 years). Visual inspection with acetic acid (VIA),
acidophile area (11 o’clock), condyloma.
FIGURE 4

Patient 3 (38 years). Visual inspection with Lugol’s iodine (VILI),
iodine-negative area (12 o’clock to 2 o’clock), CIN 2.
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precancer (23, 24). Another hypothesis is that chronic

inflammation induced by the presence of S. haematobium eggs

may contribute to tumor pathogenesis, not only by facilitating HPV

acquisition or reducing HPV clearance, but also through epithelial

disruption and immune cell recruitment, and by increasing viral

oncogenicity (17). Ultimately, the interactions between FGS, STIs,

HPV, and HIV are only partially understood. Although HIV is a

known risk factor for HPV persistence, precancer and CC due to its

ability to reduce the likelihood of HPV clearance and the number of

CD4+ cell count (24), the effects of other STIs are still being

studied, as is the role of FGS, which would seem to predispose

individuals to an increased susceptibility to infection (25).

The uncertainties surrounding and lack of data on the

interactions between FGS and CC are also attributable to the

difficulties in introducing integrated screening in resource-limited

countries (8, 26). Colposcopy is the conventional method used for

the diagnosis of FGS and it can also detect CC lesions (1, 10).

However, it has some limitations, such as operator dependence and

subjectivity, inter- and intra-operator variabilities, and the need for

strict quality control and continuous training (27). The lack of

specificity is another issue, especially for low-grade lesions (28), as

some lesions may be due to infections other than FGS, such as

herpes; longstanding bacterial, fungal or protozoal infections; or

tuberculosis (29). Finally, the implementation of colposcopy

screenings requires adequate infrastructure and important efforts

to guarantee large-scale distribution and usage at the point of care

(27). Owing to these challenges, colposcopy is scarcely implemented

in LMICs, although easier-to-use alternatives, such as hand-held

colposcopes, are showing promising results (30, 31). However,

colposcopy remains a crucial component of CC screening in both

the screen-and-treat and the screen-triage-and-treat approaches,

regardless of the algorithm used (10), and it is necessarily

performed for sampling when histology is used to make clinical

decisions (10). Given the role of colposcopy in screening for CC,

FGS is a critical differential diagnosis to account for. The WHO

pocket atlas represents so far the most reliable tool worldwide for

the identification of FGS signature signs via colposcopy in the cervix

and vagina; however, a standardized process for the diagnosis of

FGS lesions in the upper genital tract is still missing (32, 33).

Microscopy, which is considered the diagnostic standard for

schistosomiasis, has limitations for FGS: there is no direct

correlation between the presence of S. haematobium eggs in urine

and FGS, and its use on wet or pap smears has reported sensitivities

of less than 15% (34–37). The identification of eggs in biopsies from

cervical–vaginal tissue is currently considered the gold standard for

FGS (38), but the invasiveness of the procedure and the need for

histologic diagnosis and services limits its large-scale adoption for

screening (39, 40). To date, no biomarker has been identified

specifically for FGS, so even more complex molecular diagnosis

methods are hardly applicable to the disease. Nevertheless, some

studies have presented promising results with molecular testing,

either self collected or collected in the clinic (38, 41). The current

WHO recommendations for CC screening are to implement HPV

detection as the initial entry point for screening rather than VIA,

owing to quality-assurance limitations (10, 42). The guidelines also

recommend follow-up management based on the risk of
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 05
progression associated with the different HPV serotypes

identified. For serotypes with an increased risk of progression

(16–18, as found in Patient 3), direct assessment of eligibility for

ablation is recommended, while a VIA triage is suggested for the

other oncogenic serotypes (10). In this view, the development of

biomarkers or molecular tests for the diagnosis of FGS could in the

future be used in integrated screening procedures based on sample

collection, whether performed by a healthcare professional or

self collected.

As seen in Patient 1 (aged 20 years), the typical age of clinical

presentation and onset of sequelae may differ between FGS and CC.

The natural history of the two diseases and the risk of exposure to

the related infectious agents over time are different for FGS and CC.

Schistosomiasis is usually contracted in childhood through contact

with Schistosoma in fresh water, whereas HPV is usually contracted

in adolescence after sexual debut, which can then lead to CC (11,

43). These different patterns can biologically explain the detection

of FGS at a younger age than CC. For this reason, FGS screening

should ideally start before the age of 30. This threshold, which is the

WHO-recommended starting age for CC screening in the general

population (25 years for women living with HIV) (10) could have

the disadvantage of increasing unnecessary procedures, with

consequent higher costs for the health system. Conversely, an

advantage might be the diagnosis of FGS at an earlier stage, when

it could be more responsive to treatment with praziquantel, the

efficacy of which is yet to be proven on lesions (3). In addition, our

recent data from Madagascar (44) show that after 30 years of age,

the prevalence of the disease is quite high and the disease can be at a

more advanced stage and less responsive to praziquantel, meaning

that including FGS screening in CC programs at a younger age

might have beneficial effects on the burden of FGS and its

consequences on reproductive health.

Our cases also show how in limited resources settings, despite

the existence of guidelines, there may be the risk of overtreatment.

Poor dissemination, imperfect implementation, and the lack of a

clear referral system to manage disorders that require more

articulated management (as in the case of precancerous cervical

lesions) contribute to overtreatment. As an example, in Madagascar,

a screening program for CC with VIA for women aged 25–49 years

has been established since 2007 (45), although only 8% of women in

the target age group for screening underwent VIA assessment at

least once (46) and the pap smear has been adopted sporadically in

the country (47, 48). This generates uncertainties within medical

staff about the concrete possibility of providing adequate care and

proper follow-up for patients, which adds to the risk of

overtreatment and unnecessary referrals linked to the known low

specificity of VIA for CC and its inability to identify HR-HPV

serotypes and the related risk of carcinogenesis progression. In the

case of Patient 1 we can speculate that treatment was given even in

the absence of evident pre-cancerous lesions because of the young

age, the high risk of unfavorable outcomes in the event of CC, and

the fear of loss to follow-up.

In addition, clinical management is strictly dependent on the

quality of the diagnosis, both colposcopy related and histologic,

which determines the choice of treatment and follow-up (49, 50).

For instance, in our experience with Patient 2, the histologic
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diagnosis was of poor quality. The histopathology showed the

presence of dysplasia, but this condition was not classified

according to LAST (lower anogenital squamous terminology) or

CIN (cervical intraepithelial neoplasia) terminology (10) and only

qualitatively described as “mild”. Nevertheless, a follow-up visit was

suggested, ensuring adequate surveillance for dysplasia.

These two cases highlight how strengthening competencies in

both the diagnosis and clinical management of precancerous

lesions, as well as the presence of accessible and applicable local

guidelines for the providers of health services, could contribute to

improving the quality of integrated screening and clinical

management processes for both FGS and CC (51–53).

The case of Patient 3 highlights another critical element of the

weaknesses of health systems in resource-limited settings in the

management of CC and HPV-dy. Patient 3, despite the accessibility

of free health services, decided not to use them owing to the

discovery of a pregnancy and fear of the possible clinical

consequences of continuing the follow-up. The typical

determinants for healthcare utilization can be divided into

supply-sided and demand-sided pillars (54, 55), relating to the

attitudes/behaviors toward health services of providers’ and users’,

respectively. During our study, the availability of the screening and

follow-up service temporarily mitigated the supply barriers but

nevertheless did not fully overcome the demand barriers, as in the

case of Patient 3. This showed how both the supply and demand

pillars must be addressed to improve access to and utilization of

healthcare (55). Our qualitative data retrieved from Patients 1 and 3

highlight the importance of health literacy and health education in

the decision-making process about the use of medical services. The

two patients were confronted with similar clinical manifestations

and the outcome that they associated with the condition, namely the

ability to conceive, was the driver for the decision-making process

in both cases. On one hand, this shows that the health-promotion

activities implemented within the project were successful in

stressing the consequences of FGS in relation to reproductive

health. On the other hand, the campaign failed to reinforce the

concept that gynecological disorders can be diverse and lead to

several medical consequences. This can be interpreted as the direct

effect of a strictly vertical program, which can fail to

comprehensively address more general health topics, such as

gynecological disorders (56). We believe that these two cases

show the potential advantages of and the need for integrated

services in which the combined activities of health promotion and

health education are broader, addressing both FGS and CC and

preventing biased conclusions from the target audience that can

lead to individual decisions with critical medical consequences.

Despite the relevance of our cases, some limitations need to be

accounted for in our report. First, although the known low HIV

prevalence in the country (0.4% in 2021) (57) makes the presence of

HIV unlikely, diagnostic tests for both HIV and other STIs were not

available. The availability of tests for HIV and other STIs would

certainly have improved the description of the cases, especially given

the complex interactions between the diseases. Second, qualitative

data on service utilization were not available for Patient 2. Patient 3

was lost to follow-up, so it is not possible to provide information on

the conclusion of her diagnostic–therapeutic pathway. Finally,
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 06
histology confirmed the diagnosis of FGS in one out of three cases,

in line with the known non-specificity of lesions at colposcopy.

Unfortunately, due to the poor quality of the photos, colposcopy

images for FGS were not available. Nevertheless, we believe that these

three cases are illustrative of what may occur with the introduction of

colposcopy in a LMIC. The cases provide insights into how best to

optimize the implementation of colposcopy, which, albeit with

known limitations for both CC and FGS, remains a good candidate

for integrated screening for the two diseases.

In conclusion, our cases show that the screening for FGS by

colposcopy, as recommended by theWHO atlas, can contribute to the

early identification of CC or precancerous lesions, despite the current

diagnostic limitations. The identification of biomarkers for FGS in

vaginal samples could increase the potential of integrated HPV and

FGS screening programs. Furthermore, although aware of the

limitations of the method for both diseases, we believe that the

addition of VIA in colposcopy for FGS screenings could improve

the impact of colposcopy-based screenings for the detection of CC,

and that treatment with praziquantel should in any case be proposed

for suspicious lesions. The enhancement of diagnostic services by

improving awareness, knowledge, and practices surrounding CC and

FGS among users and providers is an urgent measure that should be

adopted for the successful implementation of integrated services.
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